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Guerrilla
Marketing for

YOUR PRACTICE
Gone are the days when a phone
book ad was enough to market your
practice. Here are some modern,
effective, and cheap ways to bring
in new patients.
Adam Alpers knew a Web
site would help promote
his practice and introduce him to new patients
searching online for a
family physician. But he
also knew it needed to be
more than what he calls
a “Hi, how are you?” site
with simply his practice
name and address.
WWW.PHYSICIANSPRACTICE.COM

“The most important part
isn’t who you are, but
what you have to offer,
content-wise,” says Alpers,
a family-practice physician
in Ocala, Fla.
So Alpers developed
a robust site, adding
answers to questions his
patients frequently ask,

BY SARA MICHAEL

runs a brief commercial
on a local cable network.
“You have to put yourself
out there,” he says.

information on common
medications, and links to
outside information. Next
to The Yellow Pages — a
marketing staple to reach
many patient communities
— and word of mouth,
an Internet search is a
top way patients find his
practice, Alpers says. “If
you type in ‘primary care’
and ‘Ocala,’ I’m No. 1.”

Physicians are increasingly finding that a phone
book ad or highway
billboard isn’t enough to
drum up new patients.
Instead, many practices
are adopting guerrilla marketing tactics — taking a
page from the unconventional marketing approach
originated more than 25
years ago.

But Alpers doesn’t stop his
marketing efforts there.
He sets up a table at the
annual community health
fair, sends an e-mail newsletter to his patients each
month, and occasionally

Many practices are now
using modern, effective,
and cheap approaches
to promoting their practices, and it’s time to get on
board. Welcome to Guerrilla
Marketing 101.
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COMMIT TO A NEW PLAN

Guerrilla marketing for a medical practice essentially means that
the practice tries out a variety of
different marketing tactics that
are cost effective and flexible, says
Marlee Ward, president of Rx MD
Marketing Solutions. As healthcare
becomes more consumer-driven,

in summary
Many practices are finding that a phone
book ad or highway billboard isn’t
enough to bring in new patients. Here
are some guerrilla marketing tactics
that can effectively and inexpensively
spread the word about your practice:
Build an online presence. A Web site
• providing
relevant health information
and an easily-searched title will help
your practice rise above the online din.
Participate in community health
• fairs,
or hold open houses and
seminars to introduce the public to
your practice.
Make yourself available to the media
• for
comments on relevant health topics.
Tactfully ask your happy patients to
• refer
you to their friends and family,
and consider an incentive program
for those who do.
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practices are really having to tune
into what patients want and build
relationships, rather than rely on
the old school approaches. Where
traditional marketing strategies are
based on the principle of interrupting your audience with a “Hey,
look at me” ad, Ward explains,
guerrilla marketing engages the audience with a “Hey, how can I help
you?” message.
“This is going to require that
practice owners effectively communicate their value to the patients
they want to attract,” Ward says.
Traditional marketing isn’t
dead, she says, but instead is being
supplemented and supported by
some rogue methods.
Any marketing path you embark
on requires a commitment, Ward
says, so your first step is to develop
a consistent strategy — and stick to
it. Marketing in “spurts and fits”
won’t work, she says.
“You can’t just send out a onetime postcard mailer and expect
people to come beating down your
door, or just run a radio ad once
and expect people to call,” she
says. “You have to be committed to

your strategy and it has to be well
thought out.”
It also has to make sense for your
practice. Consider your practice’s
offerings, patient base, and goals,
Ward says. Your marketing plan
should be carefully tailored to the
services you provide and types of
patients you want to reach.
EMBRACE ALTERNATIVES

Here are a few guerrilla marketing
strategies to consider:
Use the Internet. From social
media to online ads, the Web offers
a whole new marketing world. But
let’s not get ahead of ourselves.
First things first: Does your practice
have a Web site? If not, you could
be losing countless patients who are
Googling for a primary-care physician in your city, town, or county.
Developing a site doesn’t have
to be a major investment, either.
Take Alpers for example: He built a
site on his own that’s chock full of
useful information, and he says he’s
not that Internet-savvy. Consider
free Web site design software and
a few bucks a month to host the
domain name.

Bottom Line Blues?
Our thousands of practices save millions of dollars on the goods
and services they use every day. From Vaccines to EHRs; Credit Card

Fees to Insurances...and Much More!

AND...

We offer our members BEST PRICES PLUS
on Vaccines. BEST PRICES and rebates from

manufacturers, PLUS additional rebates
directly from us to qualifying members.
Physicians’ Alliance
is a non profit group
purchasing organization
founded by doctors
to help doctors.
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BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!

It’s FREE!

Good Medicine Meets Good Business

866.348.9780
www.physiciansalliance.com
WWW.PHYSICIANSPRACTICE.COM

can determine what people and
“Most people nowadays are takgroups you need to influence to direct
ing their first steps online,” Ward
more patients your way, says Linda
says. “The Yellow Pages is prePophal, a marketing consultant and
dicted to decline by 35 percent in
head of Chippewa Falls, Wis.-based
readership over the next five years,
Strategic Communications.
so not being on the Web is just
For example, if you’re a specialleaving a huge chunk of your target
ist and need to reach primary-care
market out of the picture.”
providers, try hosting an event to
But just as important as having a
connect you, she says. This could
Web site is having a good one. That
be in person, such as a luncheon or
is, one that communicates informaan after-hours meeting, or virtually
tion about your practice, what you
through a social media network.
have to offer, and how you can help
Practices should be “thinking
prospective patients. That’s why Alpdifferently and being much more
ers wanted to go beyond an address
strategic in the things they are doand phone number and actually post
ing to reach out and connect with
useful, patient-friendly information.
the right audiences,” Pophal says.
Having a Web site out in the
Also conether also won’t
sider major
guarantee that
employers
you’ll be found.
in your area
Search engine
and how
optimization
you might
requires a little
connect with
more work on
them, such
your end.
as through
For example,
brown bag
when creating a
lunches or
site, you shouldn’t
Webinars
call it Dr. Smith’s
directed at a
Practice. Very few
specific popupatients will key
lation.
in your name dur“Too often
ing their search
we are just
for a new doc.
blasting out
Instead consider
messages in a
a few key words
Marlee Ward, Rx MD
broad sense,
in your title that
Marketing Solutions
and a lot of
denote your locathat time
tion and specialty,
and effort
like “New York
and money is
City” and “powasted because we aren’t reachdiatry,” says Evan Bailyn, founder
ing people who are in need of our
of First Page Sage, a search engine
services,” Pophal says.
optimization firm in New York.
Alpers says a number of pa“This small detail will dramatically
tients come to his practice after he
change the results.”
participates in the annual health
Also take the time to list your
fair hosted by the local retirement
practice in Google’s Local Business
Center, a free listing that allows you community. “We get exposure to
literally hundreds if not thousands
to provide business information
of patients,” he says, including his
that will be seen when someone
established patients who stop by at
searches for a physician in their
the health fair and introduce him to
area, Bailyn says. “That’s a great
their friends or family.
way to get your practice front and
Identify your target market —
center for anyone looking for a
new parents, women, retirees, for
doctor,” he says.
example — and plan a public event
Get out into the community. Once
at your practice with that market in
you’ve thought critically about how
mind. This allows patients to meet
patients come to your practice, you

“You can’t just
send out a onetime postcard
mailer and expect
people to come
beating down
your door, or just
run a radio ad
once and expect
people to call.”

WWW.PHYSICIANSPRACTICE.COM

You don't know
what you
don't know.
Learn the business side of the
industry with a Health Care
Executive MBA from UC Irvine.
The prestigious Paul Merage
School of Business at UC Irvine
offers a Health Care Executive
MBA featuring:
• A 24-month MBA.
• One weekend per month
schedule – minimal interruption
of your work.
• Learn alongside professionals
from the intersecting worlds of
biotech, med device, pharma,
managed care, insurance,
health care services and policy.
• Financial aid programs
available.

Visit Us at
PriMed West
Booth 617
949.824.0561
hcemba@merage.uci.edu
merage.uci.edu/go/HCEMBA
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with you and your staff, see your
office, and ask questions, Ward
says. One of Ward’s clients offered
a free skin cancer screening at an
open house, and the practice was
quickly booked out for two and a
half weeks, she says.
And you know those packets
of information and coupons that
arrive at your door if you’re new
in town? Those so-called Welcome
Wagons are another place for
practices to get their name out,
says Shel Horowitz, marketing
consultant and author of “Grassroots Marketing: Getting Noticed
in a Noisy World.” Contact the
local Welcome Wagon distributor,
hospitality association, or chamber
of commerce, he says.
Be available to the media. Newspapers and television reporters
are often looking for experts to
comment on the health story du
jour. Just think about the countless stories on the H1N1 flu virus,
many accompanied by information
about protecting yourself or getting
vaccinated. Those local news stories
are a great way to get your name
out there. Consider what areas

your practice specializes in, and put only put your name out there to
prospective patients, but also lend
yourself out there as a knowledgea bit of credibility.
able source. Anticipate what kind
“Healthof information
care is such a
the media might
popular topic
be looking for
these days; for
and be ready
those who are
with some talkable to express
ing points.
themselves well
“You want to
and can offer
do more than
something of
be there when
real value,
they come callphysicians
ing,” Horowitz
in particular,
notes. “Send out
there is a lot
notices that say
of opportunity
‘I am available if
out there,”
you need someshe says.
one.’” A Web
site can again
Tap into
be helpful here
the resources
when reportaround you.
ers are poking
Don’t forget
around for local
that you have
Linda Pophal, Strategic
Communications
sources.
a 100 percent
Pophal notes
free source of
that being
marketing in
covered in the
front of you
media can act as a third-party asevery day: your employees. A happy
sessment of your practice and what medical assistant who loves her job
you have to offer. That can not
and knows the high level of customer

“Too often we are
just blasting out
messages in a
broad sense, and
a lot of that time
and effort and
money is wasted
because we aren’t
reaching people
who are in need
of our services.”

BE PART OF OUR PHYSICIAN
WRITER SEARCH FOR YOUR
CHANCE TO SEE YOUR ARTICLE
PUBLISHED NATIONALLY —
AND BE PAID $500!

DO WRITE

YOU
HAVE

Each month, we’ll give you a topic and a deadline, and
you give us 1,000 to 1,250 words. If we select your
submission, we’ll publish your column in a future issue, to
be seen by more than 200,000 of your colleagues, and you’ll
get a check for $500. Only MDs and DOs are eligible.

THE

STUFF

READY TO GET WRITING?
THE TOPIC: Tell us about what you learned in your first year of
practice. A physician’s first year is often the toughest — and most
rewarding — of his or her career. Tell us about the most important lesson
you learned during that crucial period — whether it was about how to treat
your patients, or how to deal with staff, or how to balance your life with
your work — and how you’ve applied the lesson since.

?

By submitting your work, you acknowledge that Physicians Practice retains all copyrights to any work it publishes.
We will not publish your work without your permission. If we do publish your work, we will involve you in the editing process.
SUBMISSIONS due by June 25, 2010.
• Should be 1,000 to 1,250 words
(not including your name, essay title, etc).
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• Must be e-mailed as an attachment
to writersearch@cmpmedica.com in an
editable format (such as Microsoft Word).
No PDFs, please.

• Should include your full name
and contact information.
• Must be an original, previously
unpublished, work produced by you.
WWW.PHYSICIANSPRACTICE.COM

